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puzzles in classic fiction John. - Trove The Literary Detective has 17 ratings and 0 reviews. This is an omnibus edition of John Sutherlands three collections of literary puzzles. Is Heathcliff Images for The Literary Detective: 100 Puzzles In Classic Fiction Crime fiction is one of the most popular literary genres and has been for more than a century. At the heart of almost all forms of mysteries—from the Golden Age The Literary Detective: 100 Puzzles in Classic Fiction. - Amazon UK 17 Apr 2018. of the somewhat academic work The 100 Greatest Literary Detectives So, thats my first nomination for a Great Fictional Detective – Adrian Whosolvedit? Take our famous literary detectives quiz! - Quiz Results Title, The Literary Detective:100 Puzzles in Classic Fiction. Author, J. A Sutherland. Publisher, Oxford University Press. ISBN, 9780192100368. Edition, 1st